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Introduction 
Linear algebraic monoids arise naturally in connection with the representations 
of a connected algebraic group Go. If @ : Gc-+GL(n, K) is such a representation, 
then the Zariski closure of @(Go) in JJK) is obviously a connected algebraic 
monoid with zero (the author uses the term ‘connected’ to mean that the underlying 
closed set is irreducible). Moreover Renner [12] and Waterhouse [16] have shown 
that a connected algebraic group occurs as the group of units of a connected 
algebraic monoid with zero if and only if the group has a nontrivial character. 
Renner [ 121, [ 141 has been working on obtaining numerical classifications for special 
classes of important algebraic monoids. On the other hand the author has been 
primarily interested in finding connections between the structures of the algebraic 
monoid and its group of units (see [7], [S]). The present paper is a continuation of 
this effort. The emphasis in this paper will be on parabolic subgroups and roots of 
the group of units. We find important connections between the roots of the group 
of units and the G-structure of the monoid. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, 2, Z+, II?, lR+ will denote the sets of all integers, positive 
integers, reals and positive reals, respectively. If X is a set then 1x1 denotes the car- 
dinality of X. K will denote an algebraically closed field, K* = K \ (0). Let V be a 
finite-dimensional vector space over K. We let .Y( V) denote the multiplicative 
monoid of all linear transformations from V into V and GL( V) its group of units. 
By an algebraic monoid is meant a (Zariski) closed submonoid of Y(V). If the 
underlying closed set is irreducible, then the monoid will be said to be connected. 
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If S is an algebraic monoid, then we let SC denote the identity component of S. By 
a homomorphism between algebraic monoids, we mean a semigroup homomor- 
phism which is also a polynomial map. If n E Z+, then An(K) denotes the monoid 
of all n x n matrices over K and GL(n, K) its group of units. D(n, K) will denote the 
group of diagonal matrices in GL(n, K). We will fix a connected monoid S c y(V) 
with group of units G. Throughout this paper, we will assume that S contains the 
zero of y(V) and that G is reductive (see [2]). Then by the author [9] and Renner 
[ 131, S is von-Neumann regular. We will say that S is semisimple if the radical of 
G has dimension 1 (equivalently, 0, 1 are the only central idempotents of S). We 
will also fix a maximal torus T of G. We will let g denote the set of all Bore1 
subgroups of G containing T. If BE 9, then B- denotes the opposite Borel 
subgroup relative to T (i.e., Bn B- = T). 
A homomorphism x from T into K* is called a character of T (see [2]). Similarly 
a homomorphism x from T into K with x( 1) = 1, x(O) = 0 is called a character of T 
(see [3]). Let Y(T), Y(T) denote the character group and character semigroup of T 
and T, respectively. Clearly F(T) embeds into F(T). Let x E F(T). Then x is called 
a weight if the weight space 
V,={VE v(to=x(t)o for all tET)#(O} (see [21). 
It is easy to see that any weight x of T extends to 2 E :F(T) and hence x # 1. 
Let E(S) denote the set of all idempotents of S. If Y C_ S, then let E(Y) = E(S) n Y. 
If eEE(S), then Se = (aE S 1 ae=ea=elC, G, the group of units of Se. Let f, 9, g X 
denote the usual Green’s relations on S (see [l]). E’(T) is of course the finite set of 
all ‘diagonal’ idempotents of S. We let W= W(G) = W(S) = No( T)/Co( T) = 
No(T denote the Weyl group of G, IV*= IV\ (1) (see [2]). If a=xT~ W, 
e EE(T), then we let ea =x-‘ex~ E(T). Let QcE(T). Then the right centralizer of 
Sz in G, 
C~(Q)={aEGIae=eae for all eES2}, 
the left centralizer of 52 in G, 
C&(SZ)={aEGIea=eae for all eEQ), 
the centralizer of $2 in G, 
Co(Q)={aEGIae=ea for all eESZ}. 
If A C_ W, then the centralizer of Sz in A, 
C,(f2)={a~A )e”=e for all eEQ}. 
If e,fdZ(~), then elf if ef=f and e-fif ef:f(i.e., SeS=SfS). Note that by [4], 
e gf if and only if x-‘ex= f for some x E G. Let d = 8(S) = (E(T), I, -). Then 8’ 
is called the g-structure of S. The length of any maximal chain in E(T) = dim T= 
rank of G. We also define the rank of 8 to be this number. If eE E(T), then the 
width of e, w(e)‘= 1 {f E&T) ) e-f } 1 (see [6] for details). 
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A subset A of E(T) is a cross-section lattice if, (1) for all f~ E(T), there exists 
e E /i such that e-f and, (2) for all ei, e2 E A, BEE, el -f, fze, imply el r e2. 
Note that (2) implies that whenever el, e2 E A, el -e2, then el = e,. Thus a cross- 
section lattice is just a diagonal idempotent cross-section of the f-classes of S, 
preserving the f-class ordering (see [8], [lo] for details). Let V denote the collection 
of all cross-section lattices of B. If A E V, then we let the Borel subgroup of 
A, j?(A) = C&(A) and the opposite Bore/ subgroup of A, /?-(A) = C&l). If BE g, 
then we let the cross-section lattice of B, 
c(B)= {eEE(T) Iae=eae for all aeB) 
and the opposite cross-section lattice of B, 
[-(B)={e~E(T)Iea=eae for all ~GB). 
Lemma 1 .l. Let B E 29, e E E(T). Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) B c C&(e). 
(ii) For any f E E(S), e 9 f implies f e E(B). 
(iii) For any f e E(B), eg f in B implies e 9 f. 
Proof. If f E E(S), then let Yf= {h E E(S) 1 f g h). First assume (i). So B c C&(e). 
Let f EE(B) such that ejf in B. By [4], x-‘ex=f for some XE Bc CA(e). So 
ef = f and e g f. Thus (i) * (iii). There exists a maximal chain Sz in E(T) such that 
eE 52. By [8; Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.51, B1 = C&(Q) E 9 and Y,c B,. Thus 
B, Bl are Bore1 subgroups of C&(e). Clearly the width of e in C&(e) is 1. So by 
[8; Lemma 2.11, u-‘Blu= B for some u E Co(e). It follows that Y,c B. Thus 
(i) =$ (ii). 
Next assume (iii). Let XE B. Then xex-’ EE(B) and egxex-’ in B. So 
e 9 xex-I. Thus exex-’ =xex-‘. So xe = exe and B G C&(e). Hence (iii) =$ (i). Finally 
assume (ii). Now e E 52 for some maximal chain 52 in E(T). By [8], B1 = C;(Q) E A@ 
and Y,G&. Now U-‘Blu=B for some ueNo(T). Let f=u-‘euEE(T). Then 
Yf c 8. By assumption Y, E B. By the proof of [8; Theorem 6.21, e =f. Thus 
UE Co(e). Since B1 c CL(e), we see that B=u-‘B,uG C&(e). This proves the 
lemma. 
Theorem 1.1 [8], [lo]. (i) If A E %‘, then p(A), p-(A) E 3 and j&l)- =p-(A). 
(ii) If BE 2, then l(B), r-(B) E V and c(B-) = c-(B). 
(iii) /?=l-’ and p- = (c-)-l. 
Proof. Let BE .4 and let A = r(B). By Lemma 1.1 and the proof of [8; Theorem 
6.21, A E V. Let A1 be a maximal chain in A (and hence in E(S)). Then C,$(Al) E A? 
by [8; Theorem 4.51. Clearly B~~(A)=C~(A)~C~(Al)~A9. So B=/!(A)= 
C&(A1). By [8; Theorem 4.51, B-= CA(A1). Let A’=c-(B-). Then as above 
A’E V, p-(/l’) = B-. Clearly A1 CA’. So, by [lo; Theorem 91, A =A’. Thus p-(A) = 
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&I)- and l-(B-) =&B). It is well known [2] that [BI = 1 W]. By [lo; Theorem 
1 I], 1%’ I= I W I. The theorem follows. 
By an automorphism 0 of d, we mean a bijection e+eb of E(T) such that e - ea 
for all e E E(T) and for e,fe E(i”), elf implies ea? f O. Let w denote the auto- 
morphism group of b. The following result was proved by the author [S; Section 31. 
Theorem 1.3 [8]. (i) w = IV. 
(ii) 1f e, f E E( T), then e-f if and only if f = e0 for some o E W. 
(iii) If u E W*, then u is a reflection if and only if o fixes a chain of length rank 
B - 1 in 6. 
(iv) If oI, o2 E W agree on a maximal chain in 8, then oI = a2. 
2. Parabolic subgroups 
A closed subgroup of G containing a Bore1 subgroup is called parabolic (see 121). 
The main purpose of this section is to show that every parabolic subgroup of G can 
be obtained as the right centralizer of a chain of idempotents in S. This was conjec- 
tured by the author [8; Conjecture 4.81. 
A homomorphism # : S-+S’ of connected monoids with e(S) = S’ is finite if K[S] 
is integral over K[S’] (see [2; Section 4.21). In such a case @ is surjective and the 
inverse image of each point is a finite set. The following result is due to Renner [ 12; 
Propositions 3.4.13, 4.1.61. 
Proposition 2.1 (Renner [12]). Let @I :S-+S’ be a homomorphism of connected 
monoids with zero, e(S) = S’. Then 
(i) If @-l(O)= (O), then @ is finite. 
(ii) If @ is finite, then K(S) z 8(S). 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose S is semisimple. Then there exists a homomorphism 
@ : S -+ Y’(V) such that if S’= C@(S) with group of units G’, then @ : S-+S’ is finite 
and the radical of G’ consists of scalar transformations. 
Proof. Let To denote the radical of G. Then dim To = 1, To c T, 0 E TO. Let 
Go= (G, G), the commuatator group of G. Then Go is semisimple and G= GoTo. 
Let x1, . . . . xm denote the weights of To. Let K = (u E V 1 to =xi(t)u for all t E To} # 
{0}, i= 1, . . . . m. Thus V= V, @...@ V,. Since To lies in the center of S, Sq c I$, 
i=l , . . . , m. Now each xi extends to xi E Yx-(Tb) and Y’(TO) embeds into (Z+, +) (see 
[3]). Thus there exist nl,...,n,EZ+ such that xy=$ for all i,j=l,...,m. Let 
I$‘= V;:@...@ V;: denote the n,-fold tensor product of 5. If aES, then a acts on 6 
as a(o10020...)=aU10a020..-. Thus a acts on V’= V{@...@Vh. Let @(a) 
denote the corresponding element of Y’(V’). We therefore have a homomorphism 
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@:S+=Y(V’). Clearly@-l(0)={O}. So@:S+S’=@(S)is finitebyProposition2.1. 
Let G’ denote the group of units of S’. Then G’= @(Tc)@(Gc) and @(G,) is semi- 
simple. Thus @(To) is the radical of G’. If t E To, then clearly e(t) =xy’(t)l where 1 
is the identity transformation. This proves the proposition. 
Lemma 2.3. Let To C_ D(n,K) be a torus of dimension 1 containing non-scalar 
matrices. Let T=K*T,, E(i=)=(l,e,f,O}. Let T1=(t@t-‘It~To)cD(n2,K), 
T2=K*TI. Then E(T2)={1,e@f,f@e,0). 
Proof. There exist cl, . . . , E, ~2, not all equal, such that 
To={diag(a”l,...,a”“)[aEK*}. 
Let p=max(e, ,..., e,}, v=min{er ,..., s,). Let e=diag(er ,..., e,} where ei=l if 
ci = p, 0 otherwise. Let f= diag(fr , . . . , f,) where J;: = 1 if ei = v, 0 otherwise. It is 
easily seen that E(T) = { 1, e,f, O> (see [3]). Now T1 = (diag(... , aEi? . ..) 1 aE K*} 
and 
j.4-v=iTXlx{&i-&jIi,j=l,..., n), v-p=min{&i-&j(i,j=l,..., ?I>. 
!t follows that E(T2) = { 1, e@f,f@ e, 01. 
Let BE 9 and let 9 = 9(B) denote the set of all parabolic subgroups of G con- 
taining B. Let F= F(B) = {a E W* 1 BUBd E S}. If ZC *F, then let IV1 denote the 
subgroup of W generated by I. Then B&B E 9, IV@ F&B) = W1. Also, every ele- 
ment of .9 is obtained in this manner. See [2], [15] for details. PE 9 is maximal 
if P#G and there is no closed subgroup between P and G. Equivalently, if 
P=BW’B, then [Z[ = I.Ft( - 1. 
Lemma 2.4. Let BE g, F= F(B) and A = r(B). Let P= B WIB E P(B) and let 
r c A. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) P= CA(Z). 
(ii) Z= G,,-(Z). 
(iii) W(P) = C,(T). 
Proof. (i)* (iii). Let e E Z. Then the width of e in P is I. So ea = e for all cr E W(P). 
So W(P) c C&r). Now let GE Cw(Z’). Let a=xT. Then XE C,(Z) c C;(Z) =P. 
so QE W(P). 
(iii) * (ii). Z= 9-n W, = m C&T) = C,,-(T). 
(ii)=;* 9). Let P1 = C&(Z) E & By the above, W(P,) = C&r), W(P,)n Y= 
cW(r jn .F= c,,-(r) = I. s0 p, = B w,B = p. 
Definition. Let eE E(T), H= e&(e), the group of units of eSe. So eT and T, are 
maximal tori of N and G,, respectively. Let CJ E C,(e). Then 0 induces automor- 
phisms of E(a) and E(z). We denote the corresponding elements of the Weyl 
groups of H and G, by ea and oe, respectively. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let B tz 3’, A = r(B), e E A. Let H= e&(e), the group of units of eSe. 
Then T, and eT are maximal tori of G, and H, respectively. Let A, = ( f E A 1 f > e>, 
e/l = ( f E A 1 e 1 f >. Then A, and eA are cross-section lattices of Se and eSe, respec- 
tively. Moreover /3(/i,) = B, and B(eA) = eCB(e) = B, . If o E F(B), eb = e, then either 
o, = 1 and ea E F(B,) or else co = 1 and o, E F(B,). 
Proof. That T, and eT are maximal tori of G, and H respectively follows from [5; 
Lemmas 1.3, 1.41. That A, and e/i are cross-section lattices of Se and eSe, respec- 
tively, follows from [6; Theorem 111. Let TO denote the radical of Cc(e). By [9; 
Theorem 2.31 Co(e) is a reductive group and hence TO lies in the center of Co(e). 
By [8; Theorem 2.31, eE TO. Thus Co(e)=Co(TO). By [2; Corollary 22.41. C,(e)= 
Co(e) fl B is a Bore1 subgroup of Co(e). Clearly Ge a C,(e) and H is a homomor- 
phic image of Co(e). It follows that B, and B1 =eCB(e) are Bore1 subgroups of G, 
and H, respectively. Now B, c G,(I CA(A) c G,n C&(/1,) = /?(A,). It follows that 
Be=/3(A,). Let a E B1 c B, f E e/l c A. Then af =faf. Thus B1 c b(eA) whence 
B, =p(eA). 
Next let cry F(B), ea=e. Now P=BUBOBE~(B), W(P)=(l,a}. Let H1 
denote the group of units of epe. Since the width of e in iris 1, we see by [6; Proposi- 
tion l] that 2 = 1 W(P)1 = 1 W(P,) 1 1 W(H,) I. If el, e2 E E(a), then by [6; Theorem 
111, el ye2 in epe if and only if el ye2 in P. For the same reason if el, e2 EE(T’), 
then el ye2 in I’, if and only if e, ye2 in P. It follows that W(H,) = (1, ea}, 
W(P,) = ( 1, ae). Thus exactly one of eo, a, is 1. Suppose eof 1. Then H1 = 
eC&e) E 9(B,), W(HI) = { 1, ea>. Hence ea E F(B1). Next suppose a,# 1. Then 
Peg Y(B,), W(P,) = (1, a,). Hence a, E F(B,). This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. Let B E 33 and let P E 9(B) be maximal. Let TO = (Tfl Radical of P)‘. 
Then for any e E E( TO) either P c C&(e) or else P c CA(e). 
Proof. Let A denote the set of simple positive roots corresponding to B (see [15; 
Section 10.11). Then -A is the set of simple positive roots corresponding to B-. If 
a E A, then let U, c B denote the corresponding one-dimensional unipotent group 
(see [2; Section 26.31, 115; Section 9.31). If aEA, then let cr,: a+-a denote the 
corresponding reflection. So .9= F(B) = F(B-) = { oa 1 a E A). Now let P= SW, B, 
Ic_ .K Then for someyEA, 9=ZU(a,}. Let etzE(To). Then ea=e for all QE IV,. 
Now P1 = CL(e) is a parabolic subgroup of G by [8; Theorem 4.61. Clearly T E PI, 
WIr W(P,). By [15; Exercise 10.3.31, for each aEA, either U,cP, or U_,cP,. If 
a# y, then since oa E W(P) and oaUao,’ = U_.,, we see that both U,, U_, c PI. 
Now Ur c PI or U__, C_ P1. Suppose UY G P, . Let B. denote the group generated by 
T, U, (a E A). Then B,, is connected by [2; Proposition 7.51. Clearly T c BO c P1 f7 B. 
Now BO c B1 for some Bore1 subgroup B, C_ P, . Since U, c B1 for all a E A, we see 
that each a E A is positive with respect to B1. Thus B = B1 c PI. Since W, c W(Pl), 
P= B W,B c P,. Next suppose that U_, c P, . Then U, c PI for all a E -A. So as 
above, B- c PI = C&(e). So eE <(B-) =<-(B). So B c C&(e). So as above, PC 
CA(e). This proves the lemma. 
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Theorem 2.7. Let BE 9, A = c(B), PE 9(B). Then there exists a chain rc A such 
that P= CA(r). 
Proof. We prove by induction on dim S. Clearly we can let P# G. Suppose first that 
there exists eEE(TTi), e#O, 1, such that PC C;(e). Then eE/l. Let H=e&(e), the 
group of units of eSe. Then T,, eT are maximal tori of G, and H, respectively. Also 
by Lemma 2.5, B1 = e&(e), Be are Bore1 subgroups of H and Ge respectively. Let 
/1,= {f~/i Ifre}, e/l = {f~/i lerf}. Then r(B1)=eA, &B,)=A,. Let Y= 3(B). 
Now P= BW’B for some IC X Then IC C,(e). Let 
Let 
Ii = {OEI~o,# 11, 12={oEIIeo#1}. 
I;= {a,la~I,>, I;={eoiaEZz}. 
By Lemma 2.5, I=IiUIz, 1’~ Y9 = F(B,), I;c <F2= F(B1). By the induction 
hypothesis applied to S,,eSe and by Lemma 2.4, we see that there exist chains 
I-‘, c /I,, rz c e/l such that I; = C,-,(Tl), Z; = C.F2(r2). Let r=ri Ur,U (e}. Then r is 
a chain in /i. If a~Ii, then ea= 1 and 0,~ C.Y-,((ri). If ails, then a,= 1 and 
eb E C,Fz(&). Thus I= II U 12 c C,f(r). Next let 0 E C.,(T). Then ea = e. By Lemma 
2.5, either cr,= 1 and ea E 92 or else ea = 1 and a, E 9i. First suppose a,= 1 and 
ecT E 92. Then ea E C,Yj(r2) = I;. So ea = e8 for some 8 E 12. Then f” =fe for all 
f~ A,U e/l. By Theorem 1.3, 0 = 0 E I. Next suppose that ea = 1 and a, E e%. Then 
a,Ec,r;(Q=I;. so o,= 0, for some 8 E I,. Then f” =fe for all f~/i,U e/l. By 
Theorem 1.3, o=8~I. Thus I=C,,-(I’). By Lemma 2.4, P=C,$(T). 
So assume that PgCh(e) for any eEE(T) with e#O, 1. Then, in particular, S 
has no central idempotents other than 0,l. So S is a semisimple monoid. Thus by 
Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, we can assume that the radical of G consists 
of scalar transformations. So G= K*G’ where G’ is a semisimple group. Also 
T= K*T’ is a maximal torus of G’. Also B= K*B’, P= K*P’ where B’, P’ are Bore1 
and parabolic subgroups of G’, respectively. Now P’c PO where PO is a maximal 
parabolic subgroup of G’. Then PO has semisimple rank equal to dim T’- 1. Let 
To = (T’n radical of P,-,)‘. Then dim To = 1. Let E(KT,) = (1, el, e2, O}. Clearly K*P, 
is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G containing K*To in its radical. Since 
PC_ K*Po, we see that PogCh(ei), i= 1,2. By Lemma 2.6, Pot Cb(ei), i= 1,2. 
Choose a basis of V with respect to which T is diagonal. Correspondingly consider 
S as a submonoid of .J,JK) where n = dim V. If A E A,(K), then let A’ denote the 
transpose of A. Consider the homomorphism @ : G’+GL(n2, K) given by @(a) = 
a@ (a-’ )‘. Clearly the kernel of @ is finite. So @(PO) is a maximal parabolic sub- 
group of #(G’) with radical @(To). Now S1 = K@(G’) is a semisimple monoid with 
group of units Gi = K*@(G’). Also K*@(Po) is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G, 
containing K*@( To) in its radical. By Lemma 2.3, E(K@( To)) = { 1, el @ e2, e2 @ ei, 0). 
Now PogC&(eJ, i= 1,2. So there exist a, bE PO such that ael #e,ael, be2#e2be2. 
Now suppose @(a) E C,$, (el 0 e2). Then 
(a 0 (a-’ )’ )(el 0 e2) = (ei 0 e2)(aO (a-’ )‘)(ei 0 e2). 
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Now e2a-’ e2 = e2a-‘f0. So ael@e2(a-1)‘ez=elael@e2(a-‘)te2. Hence ael =elael, 
a contradiction. Thus by Lemma 2.6, @(PO) c C&(e, @e2). So 
(e, @ e,)(b-’ 0 b’) = (q 0 e2)W 0 b’Ml Oe2). 
Now erb-‘ei = eib-’ ~0. So eib-‘e, @e2bt = eib-‘ei @e2bte2. Thus e2b’ = e2b’e2. 
Hence be, = e2b2, a contradiction. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Corollary 2.8. Let BE 9, A = r(B). Let o E W*. Then o E F(B) if and only if a fixes 
a chain of length rank d - 1 in A. 
Proof. Suppose first that there exists a chain r in /1 of length rank B - 1 such that 
Ta =r. Then e” = e for all e EE Let P= C&(r) 2 B. Then by Lemma 2.4, 
cry W(P). The length of r forces 1 W(P)/ to be 2. Thus CIE 9(B). Assume con- 
versely that cry F(B). Let P= BUB~BE P(B). Then by Theorem 2.7, there exists 
a chain r in /1 such that P= C&(r). Choose r of maximal length. If there exists 
eEr, e#O, 1, then we see inductively by Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 that r has length 
rank & - 1. If r= (0, l), then P= G, rank 8 = 2, and we are done trivially. 
Two Bore1 subgroups B1, B2 are adjacent if dim(B1 n B2) = dim B, - 1 (see [15; 
Section 10. l] for details). Two cross-section lattices /i 1, A2 are adjacent if /1 1 #A2 
and /1 1 nA2 has a chain of length rank 8 - 1. 
Corollary 2.9. Let A, A’ E V. Then 
(i) A is adjacent to A’ if and only if /3(A) is adjacent to p(A’). 
(ii) There exist A=AO, Al,..., A~=A’EV such that Ai is adjacent to Ai+l, 
i=O, . . . , k- 1. 
Proof. We need only prove (i) for then (ii) follows from [15; Proposition 10.1.71. 
Let B=/3(A), B’=/?(A’), m = rank 8. First suppose that B is adjacent to B’. Then 
0-l Ba = B’ for some 0 E Y(B) (See [ 15; Section 10.111). So A0 = A’. By Corollary 
2.8, there exists a chain r of length m - 1 in A such that Ta =K Then TC A n/i’. 
So A is adjacent to A’. Assume conversely that A is adjacent to A’. Then A #A’ 
and A nA’ has a chain r of length m - 1. Let P= C&(r). Because of the length of 
f, 1 W(P)1 I 2. Clearly B, B’ c P, B# B’. So 1 W(P) I= 2. Let W(P) = { 1, a}. Then 
0 E F(B), a-‘Bo = B’. By [15; Section 10.11 we see that B and B’ are adjacent. 
3. Roots 
We continue with the notation of the previous sections. Thus Y(T), Y;(T) denote 
the character group and character semigroup of T and T, respectively. If eEE(S), 
aES, then we let 
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det,(a) = det(eae + 1 - e) 
where ‘det’ denotes the determinant (see [l 11). If O#e EE(T), then clearly 
det,E Y‘(T). If e,feE(T), then clearly det,/det,E Y(T). If dim T= n, then clearly, 
Y(T)c,Y(T)z(Z”, +)qR”, +). 
We will let @ c Y(T) denote the finite set of all roots of G relative to T (see [2], 
[15]). We will fix BE a and let @+= G+(B) c @ denote the set of all positive roots 
relative to B. If a E @+, then we let Va C_ B, U_. c B- denote the corresponding 
one-dimensional unipotent groups (see [2; Section 26.31, [15; Section 9.31). We will 
let ~8 denote the set of all a E Y(T) such that some positive real multiple of a (in the 
additive notation) lies in @. We let d E @ denote this positive multiple of a. In the 
multiplicative notation, there exist i, je Z+ such that a’= &j. If % c 6, then we let 
@=(blaE CP]C@. Let 
Let 
.d={det,/de$-le,f~E(T), e#f, f=e” for some reflection GE IV}. 
.~‘=Idet,/detfIe,f~E(~),e#f,e-~IRU(e) and QU{f) 
are maximal chains in E(T) for some chain $2 in E(T)). 
Let A = r(B) and let 
Let 
,o/+ = { det,/det, 1 e E/I, f E E( T), e #f, f = e0 for some reflection o E IV}. 
..c/~ = (det,/detf I e E A, f E E( T), e #:f, e _ f, there exists a chain 52 
in A such that QU {e} and Sz U {f) are both maximal chains 
in E(T)). 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Let e E E(T), 0 a reflection such that f = ea # e. Then det,/detf E 6 
and o is the reflection corresponding to the root det,/detf If e E A, then det,/detf E 
!D+. 
(ii) .#cJc& and 2=.6=$. 
(iii) .d+ c .a’ and .& = @-. 
(iv) .dO C_ .pu;/’ and T consists exactly of the simple positive roots relative to B. 
Proof. (i) Let dimT=n. Let T,={t~Tlo-‘ta=t)‘. So dim T,=n-1. Let tETT,. 
Then 
det,(t) = det(et + 1 - e) = det(o-‘(et + 1 - e)a) 
=det(ft+ 1 -f)=detf(t). 
Suppose det, = detf on T and hence on T. Then 1 = de&,(e) = detf(e) = detf(ef ). So 
erf. Similarly f r e and e=f, a contradiction. Thus det,/detf is induced by a non- 
trivial character of the one-dimensional torus T/T,. The same is true for a root a 
corresponding to Q. Since Y(T/T,) z (2, +) we see that det,/detfe & and that 
det,/detf = +_ a. 
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Assume next that e EA and let a be the positive root corresponding to o. So 
det,/detY = fa. Let A denote the set of all weights of T. Then each x E A extends 
to 7: So A c Y”(T). If XEA, then let I$ denote the weight space of x. Thus V is 
the direct sum of I$ (xEA). Let V,=eV, A,={xEAIx(e)=l}. If XEA, DE VX, 
then eo =x(e)o, x(e) = 1 or 0. Thus Vr is the direct sum of VX (x E A r). Suppose 
U_. V, G Vr . Then U_.e = eU_,e and U_a c C,$ (e). Clearly U, G B C_ CL(e). Since by 
[2; Theorem 26.31, Co(T,) is generated by U,, U_, and T, we see that Co(7’,‘,) c 
C;(e). In particular o E W(C~(e)) and e*= e. This contradiction shows that 
U__,V, g VI. So U_,V,S74 Vx for some xEA,. By [2; Proposition 27.21, U_. VX lies 
in the direct sum of I/x _ka, kEZ, kz0. Thus for some kEZ+, x,=x-kaEA. 
Suppose det,/detf = -a. Then in the multiplicative notation there exist i, j E Z+ 
such that 
xi I (detfyk = (detJjkxi 
on T. However both sides are characters on T. So the above equation remains valid 
on T. Now x(e) = 1, det,(e) = 1. So the right side, evaluated at e, is 1. Hence 
detf(e) = 1. Thus fse. Since eff we see that e=f, a contradiction. Therefore 
det,/detf = a. 
(ii) Let Sz be a chain of length n - 1 in E(F), e, f E E(T), e#f, e-f such that 
QUW QU{fl are both maximal chains. Let G, = C,(Q). Then by [6; Theorem 
111, eff in Gi. Thus (W(Gr)j=2. Let W(G,)=(l,a}. Then e”=f. By Theorem 
1.3, o is a reflection of W(G). Thus det,/detfE .pu”. So .pL/‘c .d. By (i), ,m/ c 6. Now 
let a E TD and let 0 be the corresponding reflection. By Theorem 1.3 there exists a 
chain Q of length n - 1 in E(F) such that Q26 = 52. There exists e E E( r), e $ Sz such 
that 52U{e) is a chain of E(F). By Theorem 1.3, f=eO#e. Clearly sZU{f} is also 
a chain of E(T). By (i), det,/detf and det/det, are the two roots corresponding to 
0. Thus one of them is a. So aE .8. 
(iii) By (i), .cd/” C_ @+. Now let a E @+ and let o denote the corresponding reflec- 
tion. By Theorem 1.3, f = ea # e for some e ~/i. By (i), det,/detf E @+ and has o as 
its reflection. Thus a = det,/detf E 7. 
(iv) First let a be a simple positive root with corresponding reflection cr. Then 
GE Y(B). By Corollary 2.8, there exists a chain Q in /I of length n - 1 such 
that W = Q. Extend 52 to a chain QU {e> of /1. Then f = ea # e. As above, a = 
det,/de$-E .&. Conversely let 52 be a chain of length n - 1 in /i, e E A, f E E( T), 
e-f, e#f such that QU{e}, QU{f} are maximal chains. By the proof of (ii), there 
exists a reflection GE W such that Qa = Sz, e”=f. By Corollary 2.8, GE :F(B). By 
(i), det,/detf is a positive root with reflection 0. Thus det,/detf is a simple positive 
root. 
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